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Morrill Quoted Right

Underclass Program May Be Eliminated

A spokesperson for University President Delby Morris confirmed a statement made by the president Monday that SIU may be closed to underclassmen in the future.

Paul H. Morrill, assistant to the president, said Morris was correctly quoted when he said: "It is not unlikely that there will be no freshmen and sophomore classes here in 10 or 15 years."

In a speech at the site of the proposed housing complex, Morrill told some 200 underclassmen that SIU would eventually evolve into a totally graduate institution. The proposed housing project was a step towards that end, he said.

Morrill did not elaborate on his remarks at the ground-breaking ceremonies and has been unavailable for comment since then.

Morrill's assistant, however, that the president's statement should not have come as such a shock, because the plan to move toward a graduate-oriented institution has been under consideration for some time.

"The president has mentioned this possibility previously," Morrill said, but never so explicitly.

Morrill went on to explain that in the future more and more high school seniors would attend junior colleges that are now being built across the state.

The decision to have underclassmen attend junior colleges for their first two years of education is part of the master plan designed by the Illinois board of higher education, Morrill said.

According to the master plan, junior college districts will be established for every county in Illinois. Under provisions of the plan, most high school graduates would attend a junior college for their liberal arts equivalent of SIU's General Studies, a terminal program of vocational education, or in pre-university training in which the student would later transfer to a university for the remainder of his studies.

Morrill pointed out that a referendum for a junior college district in the Jackson-Williamson county area will be held Aug. 5.

"This plan will enable the universities in Illinois to become universities in the true sense of the word," Morrill said.

Morrill said he wasn't sure whether the Edwardsville campus would be affected by the plan, but he indicated that it would probably remain a four-year university.

Kerner Approves Providing for Campus Expenses

Three bills appropriating $132,182,156 to SIU have been approved by Gov. Otto Kerner.

The largest is House Bill 2775 which appropriates $132,182,156 from the General Revenue Fund and other funds to the Board of Trustees to meet current operating expenses and for work on SIU campus development.

House Bill 2182 appropriates

Long Auto Strike Would Hurt SIU

A long automotive strike would upset vehicle acquisition for SIU, according to Bob Deva, head of transportation Services.

Deva said a long strike definitely upset the trade-in policy of vehicles at SIU. SIU buys license tags for approximately 300 vehicles each year. About 300 of these are passenger cars. Deva said 20 of the fleet cars are replaced each year.

The general policy is to trade every two years, or when a car is beyond economical repair.

There is no season or special time of the year that vehicles are purchased. They are requisitioned and replaced as needed, according to Deva.

James C. Crow, purchasing assistant, said vehicles are obtained for SIU by bids from various companies.

Effective July 1

Retirement Changes Announced

Information on major changes in the State University Retirement System has been received by J.M. Junko of the Personnel Office.

The changes were provided in legislation adopted this year by the General Assembly. The three principal changes are effective July 1, and the Personnel Office invited persons with questions about the changes to inquire at the office telephone number 3-3334.

The following changes were outlined in the Personnel Office memorandum:

The minimum service requirement to qualify for retirement allowance is decreased to five years provided the retirement annuity is deferred until age 62. The age 55 retirement age would be retained for those who meet the service requirements under the present law.

The age 58 limitation on membership has been eliminated. This means that new personnel over 58 years of age are eligible for membership in the State University Retirement System.

Persons employed on a permanent basis will be required to participate in the retirement system immediately. Personnel employed at one-half time or more are permitted immediate participation and required participation after one year of employment (exclusive of student employment).

This will require all present full-time permanent employees to have retirement contributions deducted for all future earnings beginning July 1.

Ontario Trip Planned

J.N. Beilmeier, associate professor of chemistry, will attend the meeting of the 4th International Symposium of Carbohydrate Chemistry in Kingston, Ont., from July 21 to Aug. 4.

Gus Bode

Revised Pamphlet Lists Rules, Uses of Lake-on-the-Campus

A revised pamphlet concerning Lake-on-the-Campus is now available to students.

The pamphlet, a comprehensive listing of services offered and rules controlling the use of the lake, is available at service desks in all University living areas, at the information areas in the University Center, at Daily Egyptian stands, through faculty departments and at the lake.

One regulation requires everyone to have an identification card for admittance to the beach. Faculty members' spouses are also required to have identification cards which may be obtained at the Student Activities Office.

The use of the identification card is, according to Kenneth Varcoe of the Student Activities Office, to maintain use of the lake for the educational uses of the lake. Cooperation from the students and faculty in showing IDs would be appreciated, he added.

The pamphlet contains a new feature, a map of the lake and surrounding parking areas, picnic areas, and walking trails.

Hours of the facilities at the lake are also listed. Some of these have been changed.

The beach is open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday and from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.

The pamphlet describes educational and recreational uses for the lake. The new program, Inscapes, is one of the educational uses of the lake. Many group meetings, dances, recreational classes and recreational events are held at the Lake-on-the-Campus.

Gus says he wishes his LQ, SIU campus, good luck in the future. He says the campus will do well in SU work.
**Morris, Lenzi Meet on KA; Status Same**

The status of KA remained uncertain Thursday following an hour and a half conference between student leaders and President Deltroy W. Morris, according to Ray Lenzi, student body president. He was joined in the conference by Richard Karr, student body vice president.

Lenzi said the status of the student-opinion weekly, published within the Daily Egyptian but independently produced, remains unsettled until a permanents agreement is reached between Morris and student leaders on the nature and purpose of the student opinion weekly.

Morris has questioned the right of KA's contributors to remain anonymous, Morris said in the meeting that it would take approximately three to four weeks to get KA published in the summer, Lenzi reported.

KA has never published during the summer in the past.

In a letter, feeling that student government should have the right to publish KA, which is student financed, if student government also provides funds for summer publication," Lenzi said.

"Morris also said that the whole future of KA is subject to suspension," Lenzi added.

"If there cannot be a student government-directed expression of student opinion through KA, then student government must, he said, find some other mechanism for expression through a student government newsletter," Lenzi said.

**Teachers Corps To Recruit Here**

Any student working on an advanced degree, who is interested in teaching underprivileged students can enlist in the Teachers Corps, a work-study program sponsored by the federal government.

Recruiting for the Teachers Corps will be at the University Computing Center, Room 427, from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., July 18 and 19. Under the program, a volunteer is provided with two years tuition for graduate study at a university or college near his particular area of operation.

The Teachers Corps is presently operating in 275 schools across the nation.

**Great Whistler**

Baffles, a famous pyna owned by explorer Carver Wells, could whistle "The Star Spangled Banner" and other songs.

**Accurate Measure**

Remote sensors in aircraft flying across the ocean can measure the surface temperature of the water within an accuracy of one tenth of a degree Fahrenheit. Northwestern University nearly doubled the size of its campus by filling in 74 acres of Lake Michigan.
Isherwood Novel to Be Featured on Radio

Christopher Isherwood will discuss his new novel, "The Playhouse Theater of Sheffield," at 2 p.m. today on the "London Echo" on WSUI Radio.

Other programs:

8 a.m. Morning Show: Music, weather, news, sports, and features.
6:22 a.m. The study of prosimians is discussed.
10 a.m. Pop Concert: Light classical and popular music.

Student Bus to Temple

A bus will be available to take students to tonight's services at Temple Beth Jacob. The bus will leave the Jewish Student Association, 803 S. Washington, at 8 p.m. Questions may be answered by phoning 457-7779.

Lobster Thermidor To Grace Today's 'French Chef' Menu

Alligators in the swamps, spaceships on the moon and folk songs in our culture will all be discussed on "What's New" on WSUI-TV today at 4:30 p.m.

Other programs:

5 p.m. Friendly Giant: "ABC of Buses" or "Never trust a Greyhound with an abecedarian beer."
6 p.m. The French Chef: Lobster Thermidor is the menu tonight.
8 p.m. Passport 8, Bold Journey: "Tarahumara Trail."
8:30 p.m. A Nation At War: Documentary.
9:30 p.m. N.E.T. Playhouse: The Victorians: "Ticket of Leave Man."
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U.S. Has Enough Trouble Without Borrowing Congo

With troops already deployed and the fighting spreading to nearby countries, the United States appears ready to struggle in the Congo situation—a hot spot which could flare up into another Vietnam or Middle East crisis.

President Johnson has sent the draft board and about 150 men to support the Congo Central Government in its efforts against the insurrection led by so-called mercenaries. Many top officials in the United States, including Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield, have promised Johnson's decision. According to Mansfield and others, American involvement in civil wars and internal disturbances is a bad precedent, this leaves Russia and Red China to stir up trouble around the world just to get America involved.

The Congo situation seems to be purely a civil war and judging from reports, the United States is just now learning the extent of the situation.

According to reports, Johnson sent the planes requested by Congress and Pope Mbotu as a bid to win favor in Africa.

But without sufficient reason to place American troops and equipment in a country such as the Congo, there is a civil war, the national leaders need some help, will the United States be like an overly protective parent and step in to save the children's battle?

But people are not often an issue such as this could lead the United States into deep trouble, but a hazardous one.

What if the rebellion develops into a full-scale war? Can the U.S. afford to get involved in another conflict?

RPG, H.R. Gross of Iowa seems to be thinking along the right lines concerning U.S. involvement in the African Country. He has said that Congress might just at one time to tell the President to get U.S. planes, and American troops out of the Congo.

We can only hope that enough congressmen will pass a draft law intervention in the African nation, that the U.S. will be able to get out of the trouble spot before the disturbances go any further.

Bob Forbes

Parachuting Demands Preparation

For the second time in less than a month, a young sport parachutist has plunged to his death, adding to the absolute tragedy of ground casualties at the airport. The first victim was Cordell Jackson, Jr., a young college student who was the niece of the Missouri senator. The latest victim was a 21-year-old farm worker.

Both lost their lives in a parachute jump, both went into a final spin during the jump. Their accidents were similar in that each of them is a young man parachuting with his own parachute.

Ski diving is a popular sport, but it is not a sport for the faint of heart. Of the 21-year-old farm worker. Both lost their lives in a parachute jump, both went into a final spin during the jump. Their accidents were similar in that each of them is a young man parachuting with his own parachute.

These accidents are preventable. To think of righteously drawing up a complex system to draft thousands of other people while excluding yourself. I never heard of such callous, pompous immortality.

--- Kindly Old Philosopher, glancing over his shoulder. "You could get hung up as a subversive if folks hear you going around talking like that about our Congress and our president."

Our Man Hoppe

Ideal Draft Law Would Exclude All

By Arthur Hoppe

"These here draft card burners are a scandal to the jailbirds," said the Kindly Old Philosopher, cleaning his nails with his kindly old switchblade. "They ain't fit to fight for our beloved country."

I said I didn't know he was such a patriot. "I'm the draft, the draft, the draft," I said, "I'm the greatest patriot alive. And I say that draft card burners and slackers is a disgrace to the uniform, an insult to Old Glory. And there's Congress passing a law just that."

"He'll be tried to the draft, sir," said the Pollock. "The polls show the vast majority of folks, most of them over 24, patriotically favor draft. What's needed is a fair, impartial, democratic draft law—so which all citizens would approve in their hearts."

I asked what was that.

"Well, sir, man's son," he said. "All we got to do is draft folks who favor the draft and exempt folks who don't."

But what about draft card burners, conscientious objectors and protest rioters?"

"There wouldn't be any," he said. "A young lad hauled up before this draft board would say, 'The only reason I'm burning this card is because a two years involuntary servitude in the army condition slavery, cruel and unusual punishment, and a flag that's just a pretense."

"Well, sir, says the draft board, 'we don't care. We've got the likes of you in this man's army. We got gone and don't come crawling back begging us to change our minds."

"Lying, sir, man's son," he said. "Lying, sir, man's son. Of course," the Kindly Old Philosopher continued, "we wouldn't want to. It's just we're opposed to the idea."

There is his opening his mail at the breakfast table. "That's all, Bird," he says. "How come I'm getting these letters from me?"

"But, all in all, you got to admit there's nothing better than airing the draft to folks who like it."

Well, maybe so, but what moved me deeply was what the editor of the little philo- sophical means of lifting the age barrier so that he himself could be drafted into the service of his country.

"Thank you, son," he said simply. "You made one wish almost wish I didn't look on the draft as involving slavery, cruel and unusual punishment, and a dismastery of the draft."

Welcome to the world, young man. To think of righteously drawing up a complex system to draft thousands of other people while excluding yourself. I never heard of such callous, pompous immortality.

American Intervention

British Control of Hong Kong Hinges on Will to Stand Firm

The latest incidents in Hong Kong and since early May, Herbert Brown, Britain's Commonwealth Relations Secretary, told the House of Commons that the crisis was caused by the Red Guards, which used Communist Chinese Army weapons, and that the trouble would have been instigated or supported by them.

The disturbances started on May 6 with an insignifi cant industrial strike. As the trouble grew and spread throughout the colony there was no fear that the Chinese were ready to bring the issue to a crisis. When they did not do so, it appeared that the Hong Kong Communists had simply got out of hand. Now once more there is an atmosphere of anxiety. Communist gangare again rising and so far 10 people have been killed.

Nobody knows what to expect. In the best of circumstances, Hong Kong is a more of an enigma than Russia, but these are not the best of circumstances. It is always difficult to know which Communists and Red Guards on the mainland border acting on their own, and so doing, have forced the Peking Government to back them up.

The colony is a source of immense profits to Communist China, an outlet for goods and an inlet for needed imports. Short of an attack of complete irrationality, Peking has, every reason to keep Hong Kong exist—but much of the existing trouble, unpredictable. The British have not made the mistake of the Portuguese authorities in nearby Macao—excessive toughness at the beginning and a complete capitulation later because there was nothing behind the tough facade. The British are playing it with a mixture of firmness and prudence. It is a trying time—investors and tourists scared away, food difficult and water short because the mainland Chinese refuse to turn on extra water needed in this pre-monsoon period.

The ace in the hole is Hong Kong's profitability to Peking, the gamble has to be on Chinese reason and reasonableness. If these are cast away, it will be good-bye to Hong Kong.

--Kansas City Star

Briefly Editorial

Schools in poor neighborhood would be upgraded by every possible means, including the hiring of special teachers. Under such circumstances, broad extra urgent extra pay to teachers in such schools. A small class and educational standards ought to be provided. These are practical ways to achieve educational equality. The article race mixing theories are not practical—Chicago Tribune
SPRINGFIELD—Bikini-clad bathers should avoid swimming in cold water as the rule of thumb is to wear a T-shirt and slacks on before entering the water, cautioned Dr. Paul Press, professor of medicine, to the director, Illinois Department of Public Health.

Dr. Press’ warning comes as a result of a recent study of 1,201 drownings. Dr. Press predicted unemployment and other precursors are effective in reducing the drowning toll, a record number of drownings may occur in Illinois between July 4 and Labor Day this year.

This could double the 130 drownings during the five-day period in 1966 and, by 49 the number of drownings recorded for the contiguous five-day period.

Swimming in very cold water was one of more than a dozen different conditions relating to drowning that were studied in a five-state survey of 1,201 deaths during the 12 months ending July 4, 1967.

Some of the other conditions studied included the time of day, the temperature of the water, the use of insect repellent, the type of insect repellent, the use of bathing, use of alcohol, type of activity, i.e., boating, fishing, swimming, scuba diving, etc., use of protective clothing, the ability or inability to swim.

Based on data collected during the survey, Dr. Press urges swimmers and boaters to adhere to the following list of precautions:

1. Don’t swim alone.
2. Don’t swim in very cold water for more than a few minutes unless you are wearing protective clothing.
3. Use a life preserver if you’re in a boat.
4. Do not overlook your swimming ability or your lifesaving skills.
5. Keep a life preserver or buoy or inner tube available as a rescue aid on any beach, quay or boat.
6. Stay with an overturned boat to await rescue.
7. Don’t try to swim underwater for more than 30 seconds and before breathing.
8. Learn to use mouth-to-mouth rescue breathing and use it as soon as possible for resuscitating drowning victims.

The advice for scantly clad bikini bathers—or for male bathers in speedos and trunks only—to avoid prolonged swimming in very cold water was based on the fact that a much higher proportion of drowned persons in very cold water drowned in water with a temperature of about 70 degrees than in water with a temperature of about 75.

Ordinarily, the ability to swim well, but by no means guarnatee safety, was an asset. When the water is very cold, the poor and average swimmers that drowned out-numbered the good swimmers 116 to 61. In very cold water, however, good swimmers barely had an edge.

The E dwardsville campus has played an important role in this recent surge in enrollment, a surge that has out-paced the growth of junior college enrollment by 20 per cent in each of the last two years.

The Edwardsville campus is easily accessible to many nearby communities that are part of the St. Louis metropolitan area.

But the Carbondale campus is thriving on its own, as 60 per cent of the approximately 4,000 students enrolled in graduate studies last quarter attended this campus.

Of the total graduate enrollment of last quarter, 383 were enrolled in the Ph.D. program, 400 students were unclassified, and the remainder were in the master’s or specialist’s program. A stimulating curriculum must be offered to attract out-of-state students which make up about 20 per cent of the graduate enrollment, and about 10 per cent of the enrollment consists of foreign students. Graduate students on campus are enrolled in graduate studies.

Approximately half the students interviewed characterized Southern because they believed it contained certain educational advantages, or because they had done undergraduate work here and wanted to stay to complete the master’s or doctorate degree, and continue the professional training of their department. This reflects considerable demand for graduate education.

Southern attracts many graduate students with fellowships or assistantships. About half of the graduate students receive financial assistance in this manner.

Graduate programs at Southern are about equally divided in entering industry or education as a career, but Dean Simcione believes the scale may tip slightly heavier to education in the future because of the growth of junior college districts in Illinois.

S I U Graduate School

Expects New Growth, Rising Enrollment

By Alfred J. Wilson

"The way to get at the nature of an institution, as of anything else that is alive, is to see how it has grown." If growth were only by which to judge the nature of the Graduate School at SIU, some pertinent departments that offer the master’s degree, a specialist’s certificate, or the sixth year program, and 19 departments within these that offer a doctoral program.

To be alive may imply simply existing, but the Graduate School is alive, energetic, and swelling with pride that reflects the attitudes of the faculties and the students in obtaining a quality education.

The growth rate must represent something more than mediocrity in educational achievement. The Graduate School that was begun in 1950, and by 1958 contained an enrollment of 500 students, must be presented in the hope of having to attract eight this number in the next eight years.

The Edwardsville campus has played an important role in this recent surge in enrollment, a surge that has out-paced the growth of junior college enrollment by 20 per cent in each of the last two years.

The Edwardsville campus is easily accessible to many nearby communities that are part of the St. Louis metropolitan area.

But the Carbondale campus is thriving on its own, as 60 per cent of the approximately 4,000 students enrolled in graduate studies last quarter attended this campus.

Of the total graduate enrollment of last quarter, 383 were enrolled in the Ph.D. program, 400 students were unclassified, and the remainder were in the master’s or specialist’s program. A stimulating curriculum must be offered to attract out-of-state students which make up about 20 per cent of the graduate enrollment, and about 10 per cent of the enrollment consists of foreign students. Graduate students on campus are enrolled in graduate studies.

Approximately half the students interviewed characterized Southern because they believed it contained certain educational advantages, or because they had done undergraduate work here and wanted to stay to complete the master’s or doctorate degree, and continue the professional training of their department. This reflects considerable demand for graduate education.

Southern attracts many graduate students with fellowships or assistantships. About half of the graduate students receive financial assistance in this manner.

Graduate programs at Southern are about equally divided in entering industry or education as a career, but Dean Simcione believes the scale may tip slightly heavier to education in the future because of the growth of junior college districts in Illinois.

In circles America in the notion has gained ground that only science is the real truth, and that the only true science is laboratory science. It follows that nothing is true unless it can be experimentally verified in the laboratory.

Thus the dean of the division of biological sciences of the University of Chicago in my time informed the students that the metals, and chemistry, and physics, if any, could be accepted only provisionally as substances for real truths. These natural sciences would discover as soon as they developed experimental techniques adequate to the purposes.

Such an attitude must leave the laborers in disciplines other than experimental science with the uneasy feeling that at any moment they may have their foundations shaken from under them. It also leaves the people of the world with the impression that the questions that bother them are questions that cannot be answered, not least in the foreseeable future. For there is no possibility that in the foreseeable future the laboratory techniques capable of coping with these questions can be worked out.

The questions that have afflicted mankind since time immemorial are those which were raised by Socrates, who, according to Plato’s apology, expressly abstained from any decision in advance in order to seek the answers to them. How should we act? How should we live? What are the aims of organized society? Why should men be treated differently from other animal? These and many others like them are fundamental, and they do not seem susceptible to any mathematical or experimental treatment.

Copyright 1967, Los Angeles Times
COMMUNIST AND ARAB DERIVES

KINSHASA, the Congo (AP) — The military revolt in the eastern Congo appeared ended Thursday, nine days after it began. Rebel white mercenaries fought flooded in Kisangani, and 28 Americans and Europeans they had held as hostages there were found safe, the Red Cross reported.

The Congolese government reported that loyal troops had seized complete control of the northeast city, formerly called Stanleyville, including the airport. The city was reported quiet.

The Red Cross said there was no indication whether the mercenaries troops had taken other Europeans as hostages with them when they quit Kisangani in about 30 trucks during the night. The Congo radio said they had.

According to earlier reports, more than 15 Europeans, including 22 visiting journalists, were held hostage in Kisangani, along with 21 Americans. The Americans were missionaries and professors and students of the Center for the Arts.

The hostages had been reported under guard in a downtown hotel. But when the first Red Cross team arrived in Kisangani, it reported there was no trace of any hostages.

The first Red Cross report listed those hostages found safe as 13 European women and 15 Americans and other Europeans.

Two Swiss doctors and a male Swiss nurse spent all day treating the wounded and examining after missing Europeans.

A Red Cross plane returned to Kinshasa with 30 wounded soldiers and a group of European women and children. The white mercenaries had some European hostages with them when they left Kisangani, Radio Kinshasa said.

U.N. Pressed to Take Action
For Jerusalem's Release

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) - Communist and Arab speakers pressed Thursday for U.N. action to force Israel to give up the Old City of Jerusalem. U.N. diplomats predicted the General Assembly would adopt a Pakistani resolution asking the Security Council to take steps to bring this about.

Czechoslovak Delegate Zdenek Cernilc told the 122-nation assembly that Israel does not intend to rescind measures taken to place Jerusalem under a unified administration and declared "this is a challenge to our organization which we must all consider."

Syrian Ambassador George Tomeh and Kuwait's Fayez Sayegh also pressed for adoption of the Pakistani resolution.

Tomeh said Israel's refusal to accept the assembly's July 4 appeal for cancellation of the Jerusalem measures showed that "it holds in contempt the whole organization of the world public opinion."

Pakistani Ambassador Agha Shahi charged that Israel's Foreign Minister Abba Eban had seized complete control of the northeast city, formerly called Stanleyville, including the airport.

The United Press International reported that loyal troops had seized complete control of the northeast city, formerly called Stanleyville, including the airport. The city was reported quiet.

The Red Cross said there was no indication whether the mercenaries troops had taken other Europeans as hostages with them when they quit Kisangani in about 30 trucks during the night. The Congo radio said they had.

According to earlier reports, more than 15 Europeans, including 22 visiting journalists, were held hostage in Kisangani, along with 21 Americans. The Americans were missionaries and professors and students of the Center for the Arts.

The hostages had been reported under guard in a downtown hotel. But when the first Red Cross team arrived in Kisangani, it reported there was no trace of any hostages.

The first Red Cross report listed those hostages found safe as 13 European women and 15 Americans and other Europeans.

Two Swiss doctors and a male Swiss nurse spent all day treating the wounded and examining after missing Europeans.
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According to earlier reports, more than 15 Europeans, including 22 visiting journalists, were held hostage in Kisangani, along with 21 Americans. The Americans were missionaries and professors and students of the Center for the Arts.

The hostages had been reported under guard in a downtown hotel. But when the first Red Cross team arrived in Kisangani, it reported there was no trace of any hostages.

The first Red Cross report listed those hostages found safe as 13 European women and 15 Americans and other Europeans.

Two Swiss doctors and a male Swiss nurse spent all day treating the wounded and examining after missing Europeans.

A Red Cross plane returned to Kinshasa with 30 wounded soldiers and a group of European women and children. The white mercenaries had some European hostages with them when they left Kisangani, Radio Kinshasa said.

U.N. Pressed to Take Action
For Jerusalem's Release

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) - Communist and Arab speakers pressed Thursday for U.N. action to force Israel to give up the Old City of Jerusalem. U.N. diplomats predicted the General Assembly would adopt a Pakistani resolution asking the Security Council to take steps to bring this about.

Czechoslovak Delegate Zdenek Cernilc told the 122-nation assembly that Israel does not intend to rescind measures taken to place Jerusalem under a unified administration and declared "this is a challenge to our organization which we must all consider."

Syrian Ambassador George Tomeh and Kuwait's Fayez Sayegh also pressed for adoption of the Pakistani resolution.

Tomeh said Israel's refusal to accept the assembly's July 4 appeal for cancellation of the Jerusalem measures showed that "it holds in contempt the whole organization of the world public opinion."

Pakistani Ambassador Agha Shahi charged that Israel's Foreign Minister Abba Eban had seized complete control of the northeast city, formerly called Stanleyville, including the airport.

The United Press International reported that loyal troops had seized complete control of the northeast city, formerly called Stanleyville, including the airport. The city was reported quiet.

The Red Cross said there was no indication whether the mercenaries troops had taken other Europeans as hostages with them when they quit Kisangani in about 30 trucks during the night. The Congo radio said they had.

According to earlier reports, more than 15 Europeans, including 22 visiting journalists, were held hostage in Kisangani, along with 21 Americans. The Americans were missionaries and professors and students of the Center for the Arts.

The hostages had been reported under guard in a downtown hotel. But when the first Red Cross team arrived in Kisangani, it reported there was no trace of any hostages.

The first Red Cross report listed those hostages found safe as 13 European women and 15 Americans and other Europeans.

Two Swiss doctors and a male Swiss nurse spent all day treating the wounded and examining after missing Europeans.

A Red Cross plane returned to Kinshasa with 30 wounded soldiers and a group of European women and children. The white mercenaries had some European hostages with them when they left Kisangani, Radio Kinshasa said.
Stabilized Viet Front

B52's Hit Demilitarized Zone

SAIGON (AP) — U.S. B52 jets, engaged elsewhere for two months, threw their weight against Thursday into the Am-

De Gaulle Appeals

Spread in Europe

BONN, Germany (AP) — President Charles de Gaulle of France appealed to West Germany and other continental European countries Thursday to assert their national identities and escape any do-

minion by the United States. Britain, he said, could only become truly European by changing its way of life, espe-

cially its relations with the United States. Until that comes about, de Gaulle wants Britain keep out of the European Com-

mon Market.

He insisted that the United States is an old friend and that nothing he said was meant to be hostile. He explained that he wanted to keep the American alliance as long as there was a threat from the Soviet Union.

But he urged an effort at understanding and cooperation with Communist countries and said this had led France to take positions opposed to the United States on Vietnam and the Middle East.

De Gaulle, looking all of his 76 years, came to Bonn for two days with six of his top Cabinet ministers. It was part of an attempt to revive the 1963 friendship treaty, which he signed with the late Konrad Adenauer just a few days after he vetoed Britain’s first bid to join the Common Market.

American drive against the North Vietnamese build-up on the war’s one relatively stabil-

ized from the demilitarized zone.

Three waves of the aerial giants slammed at enemy gun-

ports in the zone whose fire was responsible for the death of many of the 282 Americans killed last week, the third high-

est weekly toll of the war.

The enemy positions within the border buffer territory are deeply dug in. It remained to be seen whether the explo-

sives boomed by the high-flying, eight-engine Stratofor-

tresses were any more effec-

tive than the day-to-day coun-

terfire of American guns and fighter-bombers. Silencing the enemy weapons has proved to be quite a job.

Though the hot spot had been relatively quiet for 72 hours, American military authorities consider it there 

that Isaac’s high command will attempt to mount one of two major offensives that seem to be in the wind this summer. The other would be in the central highlands, a perennial area of conflict.

U.S. Marines form the prin-

ciple bar to Communist am-

bitions to take over the north-

erern 1st Corps area. U.S. 

Army soldiers stand watch in the highlands.

Inelligence reports list 

tree divisions of North Viet-

namese regulars, perhaps 35, 

000 men in the zone area. 

Nine regiments, which could 

mean 15,000 or 20,000 men, 

are estimated to be at jungle 

bases along the frontiers of 

Laos and Cambodia for a new 

drive into the central high-

lands.

The B52 attacks were their 

first in the zone since May 11. Their long absence from 

that area apparently was due in part to the threat from North Vietnamese surface-to-

air missiles.

Carbondale's newest and finest family shoe store is now open for business. You are invited to stop in and see the many new styles for fall.

Our Women's Selection
Offers A Wide Variety of Choice in Colors
And Many Styles (sizes 4-10 11)
AAAA to C)

Men's
E.T. Wright
Taylor Made
Bass “Weejuns”
Dexter
Clarks

Let our expert Shoe Fitters show you the finest shoes available for your child Guaranteed Fittings

Ladies'
Capezio
Bass “Weejuns”
Risue
Connie
Deliso Dehs
Jacqueline
Lady Florshelm
Air Steps

Children’s
Stride Rite
Robin Hood

Ask about our Student Charge Plan.

218 S. ILLINOIS  CARBONDALE

Logan House

1c Sale....

For Him! N.Y. Cut Strip Sirloin $3.25

For Her! Logan House

1c

Served with salad, baked potato, rolls, coffee or tea

Friday and Saturday

Evenings 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.

WE'RE CLEARING OUT...IT'S YOUR CHANCE TO CLEAR OUT

MID-SUMMER SALE

Rejuvenate your summer wardrobe and save money too. Come to our Mid-Summer fashion clearance for bargains galore in cool, exciting summer fashions.

Bleyer's

220 S. Illinois

OPEN MONDAYS TIL 8:30
Free Student Service

Over 10,000 Study in Self-Help

By Barbara Latham

Over 10,000 visits have been made to SIU's Self-Instruction Center since the facility was opened on Feb. 2, 1966.

The center, located in Room 112 of the Communications Building, was established to provide study facilities and means of self-instruction. Harry Denzel, director of the facility, said that despite this fact many students are unaware of the center.

David Terry, one of the 10,000 visitors, said the center "is good, and it enables students to come and study on their own."

Contrary to the belief of many students, the center is more than an extension of study in which one is doing poorly. Although this is one of the center's objectives, it also enables students to explore subject matter areas in which they have an interest, prepare for proficiency and other exams and to review previously covered material.

Room 112 is not very large but it houses tapes, slides, programmed texts, filmsstrips and other materials the student may use in his study. The center is open from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. during the week, and can accommodate 20 students at a time. The use of the center, Denzel said, is free. Students supply their own paper and pencils but the programmed texts and other materials are furnished by the center.

There is a definite indication, Denzel said, that the use of the center improves the grades of the students. Last quarter, he added, "the art appreciation class members who used the facility received the highest grades. Samples of students' comments gathered by Denzel gave students reaction to the center. Here are a few:

"A little noisy—the SIC is great, gives chance for extra help, why don't they teach the stuff this way."

"The center has helped me bring up my grade. I waited rather late in the course to work my studies but the center has helped me to bring up my grades."

"The program for vocabulary is too easy, and one really does not add very many new words to his vocabulary."

"So simple, it's boring me nuts."

"Once I made a start and got in the vein of it, I found I could make faster progress at my own speed. Very helpful for a start."

"When I first used the program, I found it too easy and not very helpful. By the end of the term, I have found that by going further into the book it has become very helpful. I think the book is very good for learning English usage."

"This system works fine if one can discipline himself to come over when he is scheduled. Has been very cold in room several times."

"The tapes have been a great help in reviewing and picking up missed lectures. It helps me organize my notes better and pick up a lot of points I missed or didn't catch in the lecture. Also, hearing the material for the second time helps me to retain information better. I feel that GSA 101a tapes are good, especially since it is a big lecture class and little outside help is offered. In a class so large, it is easy to be distracted from the lecture. I think the self-instruction center should definitely be expanded to more General Studies courses."

"Greatest device since the discovery of the teacher. Good for clarifying notes."

R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER

2 SIU Exhibits Being Displayed

In Europe, Canada

An exhibit of R. Buckminster Fuller's work assembled from the SIU archives has gone on display at the "Festival of Two Worlds" in Spoleto, Italy.

The exhibit was arranged by Italian-American composer Glen Carlo Menotti and from the Fuller collection in the Morris Library were loaned to the Fuller head of Fuller research professor at the Fuller research professor at.

"The idea adopted is to be a Fuller exhibited at Spoleto. Italy."

"A further idea adopted by the Interna- tional Union College Architecture and design students throughout the world are on- listed in the 10-year effort to show 'how the world can work for the material benefit of mankind.""

The exhibit also will be the centerpiece of World Architectural Students Day Aug. 25 at Expo '67 in Mon­ treal. Reuba Denzel and Carl Nels­ son, of the World Resources In­ ventory staff, will attend the Prague meetings.

On Campus Job Interviews Stated

On campus job interviews have been scheduled July 24-27 at Placement Services.

The following interviews are scheduled: July 25, Reuban H. Donnelly, seeking candidates for positions representing for southern Illinois or the Chicago area who have a degree of training in programs. July 26, Reuben H. Donnelly and Social Security Administration, Chicago Payment Center, seeking candidates for positions as trainee benefit examiners: July 27, Reuben H. Donnelly and Travellers Insurance, seeking candidates for positions in sales, underwriting, administration, management trainees and claims. Interested students should contact Placement Services.

Bridal Elegance

In our new fall collection

BRIDAL ATTENDANTS
MOTHER OF THE BRIDE &
ACCESSORIES

The Ruth Church Shop
1341 Southgate Shopping Center
"Our ideas center around you!"

Overseas Delivery

Conrad Optical
411 S. Illinois-Dr. L. J. Jete
Optometrist 547-4719
16th and Monroe, Herrin-Dr. Conrad, Optometrist 942-5500

Bridal Attendants

Mother of the Bride &
Accessories

The Ruth Church Shop
Southgate Shopping Center
"Our ideas center around you!"

有关《DAILY EGYPTIAN》的更多精彩内容请关注每日埃及文摘”微信公众号：DailyEgyptianChina“。
Weekend Activities

Movies, Play, Sports Scheduled

Friday

"Cleopatra" will be shown in the Great Film Series at 8 p.m. in Browne Auditorium.

A University Galleries public reception is scheduled from 6 to 10 p.m. in the Family Living Laboratory of the

Parcel Weight

Increase Okayed:

Limit 25 Pounds

Mailers can now send 25-pound parcels between first-class post offices which are 150 miles or more apart, according to Acting Postmaster Ervin Sullivan of Carbondale.

The increase started July 1 and the former weight limit was 20 pounds, Sullivan said.

This is the first of five increases scheduled to take effect annually until 1971, when a 40-pound, 84-inch maximum size will be authorized between all first class post offices. Size limitations are now 72 inches in combined girth and length.

The next increase, on July 1, 1968, will raise the weight limit to 30 pounds. On July 1, 1969, the weight limit will be increased from 30 to 40 pounds; on July 1, 1970, the size will be increased to 78 inches; and on July 1, 1971, the size is scheduled to be increased to 84 inches.

Mailers are also reminded that parcels weighing up to 40 pounds can be mailed between first class post offices less than 150 miles apart.

Home Economics Building.

"The Drunkard" will be presented by the Southern Players at 8 p.m. in the Communications Theater.

Summer musical ticket sales will be conducted from 1 to 5 p.m. in Room B of the University Center.

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m. in Room C of the University Center.

Parsons' Orientation is scheduled from 10 to 11:30 a.m. and 2 to 3 p.m. in Ballroom B of the University Center.

University architect breakfast is scheduled at 8 a.m. in the Lake Room of the University Center.

Workshop to Give Stage Band Concert

The second stage band concert of the season will be held on the University Center Patio at 7 p.m. on July 15.

Sponsored by the Activities Programming Board and the Department of Music, the stage band consists of high school students who are attending the Music and Youth Workshop at SIU.

In case of inclement weather, the concert will be held in the Roman Room of the University Center.

baseball game will leave the University Center at 2 p.m.

Sunday

Tournament Week begins at the University Center and will continue through July 21. Games will include bowling, billiards, bridge, chess, ping-pong and table tennis.

A bus trip to St. Louis will leave the University Center at 10 a.m.

French Holiday

To Be Noted Here

Bastille Day will not go unobserved in Carbondale.

The French national holiday commemorates the fall of the Bastille, a fortress prison in Paris, on July 14, 1789. The date is considered by historians as the start of the French Revolution.

Friends of at least one SIU student were spreading the word that he was planning a big Bastille Day party for tonight. They proclaimed the evening "open to the public" provided that the participants wear the red, white and blue of the French republic.

And provided they bring their own refreshments.

EXPERT WATCH & SHAV. REPAIR
DIAMOND SPECIALS
Budget Prices & Terms
Registered & Insured
Lunghiti Jewelers
611 S. Ill. Ave.

For as little as 70¢, you can reach the entire SIU market.

DAILY EGYPTIAN
Ph. 453-2354
Bldg T-48

THE NEW FAMILY YMCA BUILDING

Proceeds from sale of ice cream
on Saturday July 15th between the hours of 10 a.m. & midnight will be Contributed to the
Jackson County YMCA Building Fund.

SUPPORT YMCA SATURDAY
Visit Brestler's Ice Cream Store

— Sponsored by Salmier Peerless Towel & Linen Service —
With Forest Service

Summer Positions Provided
For SIU Forestry Students

At least two dozen SIU forestry students have headed for the woods in summer jobs with the U.S. Forest Service.

Many of the students combine school work with summer employment at the national forests. Some are employed as camp counselors while others help with fire control projects.

Students from the four-year forestry department at Springfield, Mo.; and Kent State, Ohio, have been employed as camp counselors. Some have also worked on road construction projects.

3 Job Interviews Scheduled Here

Three on campus job interviews have been scheduled by Placement Services. Interested students should contact Placement Services.

Interviews are as follows: Monday, Job Corps Center, Golconda, seeking candidates for positions in all elementary and secondary levels.

BOB'S DIVE SHOP

* PROFESSIONAL DIVING* UNDERWATER HAIR \* TALES TESTED \* AIR

S. U. DIVERS - DIVERS - SPORTSMEN

CLASSES EVERY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Special Appointments on Weekdays

724-2146

5 Miles North of Royalton

Larry Bell, Resident Manager

Ted's Girl of the Week

Ted's thirtieth girl of the week is eighteen year old Shea Clark, a junior from Chicago. An avid tennis and ping pong enthusiast Shea also enjoys swimming. Appropriate, she is a member of the many flattering knit swimsuits available at Ted's and priced for the budget minded girl.

Ted's "The Place to go for brands you know!"
Boosts Swimming Prospects

Capriles, Venezuelan Pan Am Swimmer, Possible Olympic Medallist

Swimming coach Ray Essick has come up with one of the top recruits of the season, almost. Essick has successfully recruited Venezuelan Vicente Capriles, a member of his country's Pan American games team.

Capriles recently defeated the United States Pan American Games No. 2 back-stroker Chuck Goetsche of Yale.

Pitcher Recalled

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The Chicago Cubs called up right-handed pitcher Bill Stoneman from Tacoma Thursday and had him in the bullpen as they faced the Los Angeles Dodgers.

Stoneman, University of Idaho hurler, was 5-2 for Tacoma, striking out and relieving, and had an earned run average of 2.70 in 42 innings. He fanned 46 and walked only 17.

He is presently working out at the University of Minnesota, where he was an All-Country football and basketball school. But before Capriles arrived, Stoneman was swimming, he must pass StU's English qualifying test.

Jackson County YMCA Plans July 25

Baseball Trip for Youngsters, Parents

The Jackson County YMCA is offering an opportunity for youngsters 14 and under and their parents to see a baseball game at Busch Stadium in St. Louis between the St. Louis Cardinals and the Chicago Cubs.

There will be an opportunity to meet the manager of the St. Louis Cardinals Red Schoendienst and members of the Cardinals and Cubs before the game.

Dinner is planned for July 25th. The bus will leave from the Murdock Shopping Center at 3:15 and will return approximately two hours after the completion of the baseball game.

Interesting persons may send reservations to the Jackson County YMCA at 310 N. 3rd, Box 306, Carbondale, or phone 549-5339. Deadline for reservations is July 21st.
Coach Ray Essick Indicates Need for Swimming Complex

By Tom Wood

Few athletic programs can support adequate swimming facilities entirely, unless it is a top-money football power. This is one reason why SIU swimming Coach Ray Essick must rely upon non-competitive activities to help justify a new swimming complex at Southern Illinois University.

Essick said, "Physical education, recreation and competitive swimming (both intramural and intercollegiate) can go hand-in-hand in this area."

"Right now, we are trying to fulfill these three needs with facilities which are inadequate for meeting even one."

SIU's physical education swimming program could be expanded immensely, according to Essick. There is need for more beginning and intermediate instructional courses in the general studies area, in addition to the expanded physical education recreation center for P.E. majors," he said.

He pointed out that more lifescaping courses could insure student summer jobs. The need for such qualified individuals in southern Illinois is immeasurable, according to Essick.

New facilities would allow instructional expansion into such areas as water polo, fly casting and recreational guidance. They would also enable the intramural program to include additional water sports and enlarge its present swimming program, Essick said.

Presumably both men's and women's physical education, the varsity and youth teams and the student body share the University School pool.

This forces Essick to train his swimmers at 6 a.m. Several classes of instructional swimming meet as late as 8:30 p.m. The pool is also open for recreation between 6:30 and 10 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.

With the two indoor and one outdoor pools Essick is proposing the team could practice about six hours daily, along with time for recreation and classes.

"The outdoor pool would be strictly recreational and used from April through October," Essick said.

The report of the Study Commission on Athletics, which President Morris has not yet released, will be a major factor in the decision on new swimming facilities.

Golf Champion

CRYSTAL LAKE, III. (AP) - Andy North of Madison, Wisconsin high school golf champion, won the Chicago District tournament Thursday by defeating John Kenny of Brook Park 2 and 1.

North, who will be a senior at Monona Grove High School, was 4-up after the first nine holes and finally closed out with a par 3 on the 17th.

In the morning semifinals, North advanced by defeating Steven Cisco of Evanston, last year's runner-up, 2-up. Kenny, a Regina Col上ee junior in Denver, moved up by defeating Phil Aldridge of Bloomington in 2 holes.}

Publix Tourney

SEATTLE (AP) - Allan Heedt of Peoria, Ill., shot 76-72-148 Thursday in the 2nd round of the Publix golf tournament.

The Light Touch

By Jack Baird

The merit of a postcard stamp lies in its ability to stick to one thing until it gets there.

Our friend started on a shoe string—and took a lacing.

Getting to the moon is going to be uphill all the way...

If you really look like your passport photo, you’re too sick to travel.

Today’s objective: to get less to do, more time to do it in, and more money for not getting it done.

Get Moo Burgers & Moo Shakes

701 S. University

Goldsmith's Gives You VALUE Year Round

It's true. No matter what the season, Goldsmith's strives to give you the kind of clothes you can count on—and do so at prices to suit the pockets of most discerning gentlemen. Value is the key word—to give you the best possible clothing at the best possible prices all during the year. This summer, Goldsmith's is giving you special values throughout the store. Stop in soon and see for yourself.

SPECIAL SUMMER VALUES
One Group Sport Coats—Values to $10. New $20.00
Special Group Bermudas and Swim Suits
207 OFF
Select Suits—Reduced

SPECIAL VALUES THROUGHOUT THE STORE

Goldsmith's

811 S. Illinois